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Data is everywhere, and manifests itself in various for-
mats. Data can be publicly available and can be privately
owned. Data can be persistent on a server or ephemeral in
a data stream. Society depends on data and hence the secu-
rity, privacy and reliability of the data are critical in diverse
ways. In this talk I will touch on various security aspects
of data in different contexts that arise in diverse internet
applications.

1 Internet Advertising Fraud Detection

In Internet advertising networks, Internet advertisers pay
Internet publishers to display advertisements on their Web
sites and drive traffic to the advertisers from surfer’s clicks.
Since publishers are paid by the traffic they drive to ad-
vertisers, there is an incentive for dishonest publishers to
inflate the number of impressions (renderings of advertise-
ments) and clicks their sites generate [2].

Analysis of traffic streams can be executed on aggregate
levels, such that the individuals’ identities are not revealed,
and still satisfactorily detect fraud. Due to the problem
scale, fraud detection in advertising networks is attractive
as a quintessential streaming application. The approach
was introduced in [7], where a simple Bloom-Filter-based
algorithm was proposed to detect duplicates in a stream of
impressions or clicks. Experiments on real data were re-
vealing. More than27% of the clicks were suspicious. In-
terestingly, one of the advertisements was clicked 10,781
times by the same surfer in one day. Even more shock-
ing is that the fraud was performed using a primitive at-
tack. In [8], a detection algorithm was proposed for the
sophisticatedhit inflation attack in [2], which involves a
coalition of dishonest publishers. The detection algorithm
entails identifying associations in a HTTP stream. In [9],
we model discovering single publisher attacks as a prob-
lem of finding correlations in multi-dimensional data, and
an algorithm is devised for detecting such attacks in their
most general forms.
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2 Anonymizing Social Networks

The increasing popularity of social networks has initiated
a fertile research area in information extraction and data
mining. Although such analysis can facilitate better un-
derstanding of sociological, behavioral, and other inter-
esting phenomena, there is growing concern about per-
sonal privacy being breached, thereby requiring effective
anonymization techniques. In this context we will describe
methods for anonymizing the relevant contents of the so-
cial network graph while preserving critical properties of
the graph.

Recently, there has been considerable interest in the
analysis of theweightednetwork model where the social
networks are viewed as weighted graphs. The weighted
graph model is used for analyzing various social phenom-
ena as well as traditional applications on weighted graphs
such asshortest paths, spanning trees, k-Nearest Neigh-
bors (kNN)etc. The semantics of the edge weights depend
on the application (such as “degree of friendship”, “trust-
worthiness”, etc.), or the property being modeled.

Our solution [3] to the problem of edge weight
anonymization is to model the weighted graph based on the
property to be preserved, and then reassign edge weights to
obtain the anonymized graph satisfying the model. To be
specific, we preserve any graph property that is express-
ible in terms of inequalities involving linear combinations
of edge weights. Many algorithms make decisions based
on the actual numerical values of the edge weights and we
model this decision in terms of variables. Decisions made
at each step of the algorithm can simply be expressed as in-
equalities involving the edge-weights. Thus, the execution
of an algorithm processing a graph can be modeled as a set
of linear inequalities involving the edge weights asvari-
ables, and this results in a system of linear inequalities. If
the edge weights are reassigned as any solution of the sys-
tem of inequalities, this would ensure that the properties of
the graph remain unchanged w.r.t the algorithm being mod-
eled. The model can therefore be formulated as a Linear
Programming (LP) problem. Our approach is therefore in-
dependent of the semantics of edge-weights, and is general
enough to encompass many important algorithms.



3 Privacy preserving operations on Data

The advent of cloud computing, as well as the ubiquitous
availability of internet information service providers has re-
sulted in different settings where users are concerned about
the privacy of their data. This may arise when private data
is outsourced to a service provider, and the client wishes
to retrieve some of this private data in an efficient privacy
preserving manner, or when a client wishes to retrieve pub-
licly available data in a way that does not reveal the specific
interests of the client to the service provider.

Most approaches proposed for secure and private data
outsourcing are based on data encryption [11]. Unfortu-
nately, the computational complexity of encrypting and de-
crypting data to execute a query increases the query re-
sponse time [1]. Agrawal et al. [1] show that computing
a privacy preserving intersection using encryption results
in a very high time complexity. Furthermore, executing a
query over encrypted data is a significant challenge.

In [5, 4], we proposed using Shamir’s secret sharing
algorithm [10] to execute privacy preserving operations
among a set of distributed data warehouses. In [5], a mid-
dleware, Abacus, was developed to support selection, in-
tersection and join operations. In [4], this work was gen-
eralized to any type of database, and used distributed third
parties and Shamir’s secret sharing algorithm to secure in-
formation and support privacy preserving selection, inter-
section, join and aggregation operations (such as SUM and
MIN/MAX operations) on a set of distributed databases.

Private retrieval of public data is useful when a client
wants to query a public data service without revealing
the specific query data to the server. A general and
promising use is in personalized search and recommenda-
tion subscriptions through big internet information service
providers such as Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft. On one
hand, users need these public services in their daily lives.
On the other hand, users are concerned that their private
profile data or their personal tastes might be disclosed or
compromised through analysis or inferences.

Computational Private Information Retrieval (cPIR) [6]
is able to achieve complete privacy for a client, but is
deemed impractical since it involves expensive computa-
tion on all the data on the server. Besides, it is inflexible
if the server charges clients based on the exposed data.k-
Anonymity [12], on the other hand, is flexible and cheap for
anonymizing the querying process, but is vulnerable to pri-
vacy and security threats. We propose a practical and flex-
ible approach for the private retrieval of public data called
Bounding-Box PIR(bbPIR) [13]. UsingbbPIR, a client
specifies both privacy requirements and the service charge
budget. The server satisfies the client’s requirements, andat
the same time achieves overall good performance in terms
of computation and communication costs.bbPIR general-
izescPIR andk-Anonymity in that the bounding box can
include as much as all the data on the server or as little as
just k data items. The effectiveness ofbbPIR compared to
cPIR andk-Anonymity is verified using experimental eval-
uation.
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